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Structure of plasmas generated by the interaction between metallic ions
and neutral gas particles in a low-pressure arc
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A numerical solution for the metallic-plasma-neutral-gas structure generated in a low-pressure arc
is presented. The equations correspond to a spherically symmetric fluid-like steady model, valid for
the outer region of the arc, and describe the ion slowing down by elastic scattering with the neutral
particles. Technically, the obtention of the profiles of different magnitudes is complicated due to the
existence of a critical point in the steady-state system of equations. The proposed approach to
overcome this difficulty is to solve instead a pseudotransient system of equations which rapidly and
efficiently relax to the stationary state. By employing this numerical method of second-order
accuracy in space, the plasma and neutral gas density, the electron and ion drift velocities, the
electron and neutral temperatures, and the electrostatic potential profiles are obtained from the
border of the arc channel up to the discharge chamber wall. It is found that the value of the neutral
gas filling pressure strongly influences the plasma density and plasma potential distributions. An
important result is that metallic ions emitted from the arc channel deliver their kinetic energy to the
filling gas in a gradual manner, up to a pressure-dependent point beyond which they move to the
walls sustained against collisions with the gas by a self-consistent electric field. Near the mentioned
point, the metallic ion density presents a peculiar behavior, showing an increase that is more
pronounced at high pressures; a pattern also evident in the electrostatic potential. ©2000
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~00!07711-2#

I. INTRODUCTION

Low-pressure arcs operating in the cathode-spot mode
are attractive because of their application to the deposition of
thin films.1,2 In these devices, a high current electrical dis-
charge is generated between conducting electrodes immersed
in a vacuum~or low pressure! chamber, the current being
conducted by a plasma consisting of ionized vapor of the
cathode material. The emission of electrons and vapor comes
from minute and mobile sites on the cathode surface, known
as cathode spots. The electrons ionize the metallic vapor in
the vicinities of the spot, thus producing metallic ions with
different charge states which are accelerated to considerable
kinetic energies~in the range of 10–100 eV, depending on
the cathode material! by either the electron drag or by the
presence of an electrostatic potential hump, and carrying in
vacuum approximately 8%–10% of the total arc current.3,4 If
a reactive gas such as nitrogen or oxygen is also present in
the discharge chamber, the metallic ions combine chemically
with the gas particles, so that metal oxide and nitride films
can be produced. A typical example of cathodic vacuum arc
reactive coating is the production of TiN films using a Ti
cathode in a low-pressure N2 ambient.

It is worth noting that little is known about the metallic-
plasma-neutral-gas structure which is formed in the presence
of a background gas. It is clear that the presence of the gas
produces an attenuation of the ion current with respect to that

measured under vacuum conditions. The pioneering work in
this respect is that of Kimblin,5 where the ionic current at-
tenuation was determined at different distances from the arc
and for different kinds of gases and pressures, using an ion
collector which almost completely enclosed the arc. The
magnitude of such attenuation depends on the gas type, gas
pressure, and on the distance between the ion collecting
probe and the electrodes.

Usual neutral-gas pressures employed with continuous
arcs are in the range of 0.01–0.1 mbar,6 but in some works,
pressures in the range of 1–10 mbar are used, either with the
purpose of studying the attenuation of the metallic ion flux
through interactions with the neutral gas,5,7–9 or because in
this high-pressure range, good reactive coatings are produced
in the pulsed high-current experiments.10,11

The study of the outer region of the discharge when the
arc is operated with neutral gas filling is important because
in this region, the ions lose their kinetic energy by elastic
collisions with the neutral particles and some of them are
recombined through inelastic processes in the neutral gas.
Only a few theoretical studies have been presented on this
subject, and they were concerned with the small-gap faced-
electrodes geometrical configuration quoted above. Meunier
and Drouet12 studied the presence of a luminous plasma
‘‘ball’’ whose radius R was found to be dependent on the
neutral gas pressure~p! andI. This radius was interpreted as
the position at which the ions suddenly delivered its kinetic
energy to the gas by elastic collisions. Later on, Meunier13

proposed a snow-plow fluid model to study the transient ex-
pansion of the plasma jet. Boxman and Goldsmith14 pre-
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sented a zero-order model for the plasma-jet-background-gas
interaction, by equating the plasma jet momentum flux with
the background pressure. In all of these studies, the radiusR
was thought to represent an impermeable barrier~shock
wave! separating two gas-like volumes, the metallic plasma
and the neutral gas. More recently, Kellyet al.15 presented a
steady fluid model with spherical symmetry to describe the
elastic interaction between metallic plasma and neutral gas in
the outer region of the arc channel, taking into account the
local balances of momentum and energy, and the heating and
ensuing expansion of the surrounding gas. The set of equa-
tions included a charge neutrality equation, ion continuity
and momentum, electron momentum and energy, and neutral
momentum and energy equations. As the kinetic ion energy
is much larger than their thermal energy, it was not necessary
to consider the ion energy equation~when the ions were
slowed down to kinetic energies of the order of the neutral
temperature, both species were considered to be in thermal
equilibrium!. The model gave the radial profiles of the ion
density and velocity, the electron temperature, the plasma
electrostatic potential and the neutral density and tempera-
ture for given values of these quantities at the border of the
arc channel. Besides, it was necessary to assign the values of
the temperature gradients at this border. It was found that,
instead of the presence of a shock wave, the ions gradually
delivered their kinetic energy into a strongly heated and rar-
efied gas, up to a certain radial position (r * ) were the ion
energy was essentially thermal. Also, the ion range was
found to be larger than the visible plasma radius12 or the
theoretical predictions based on the balance of the plasma-
neutral gas pressure at a sharp boundary.13,14

The model of Ref. 15 suffered from certain drawbacks:
in the first place, it was not possible to obtain the plasma
quantities forr .r * ~although the neutral gas density and
temperature were obtained up to the chamber wall position!.
This was due to the presence of a critical point in the equa-
tions of the model, which arises when the ion velocity is
small enough and, as a consequence of the ion continuity
equation, the ion density results quite large~in the next sec-
tion, more details on this singularity will be given!. In the
second place, it was assumed in Ref. 15 that, in the absence
of a significant metallic-ion recombination, the electron drift
velocity should be equal to zero. Although this assumption
looks reasonable since it was experimentally found that me-
tallic shields biased to the ground cathode potential always
collected a pure ion current,6–9 it would be desirable that the
condition of zero electron drift velocity in the vicinities of
the chamber wall can be obtained consistently from the
model results. In the third place, the value of the radial elec-
tron temperature derivative at the border of the arc channel
was taken somewhat arbitrarily as the same value corre-
sponding to a vacuum arc~without gas filling!.16 Although it
was found in Ref. 15 that the electron temperature behavior
was quite uncoupled from the ion dynamics, it is clear that
any calculation~or estimation! of several inelastic processes
between electrons and neutral gas particles requires a proper
electron temperature profile. Finally, in Ref. 15 the neutral
density at the border of the arc channel was selected so as to
reach the desired value of the filling pressure at the chamber

wall radius (r w). However, it seems more reasonable to re-
quire the conservation of the neutral particle number~that is,
the total number of neutral particles which, before the arc
running, filled homogeneously the discharge chamber, must
be equal to that obtained for the steady state neutral density
structure!.

Taking into account the above-mentioned limitations of
the model of Ref. 15, in this work, we present an extension
of that model, which allows us to obtain the plasma structure
in the whole domaina,r ,r w ~a being the arc channel ra-
dius!. Besides, the old boundary condition at the arc channel
on the electron temperature gradient is replaced by a condi-
tion on this derivative, but at the chamber wall position. It
must be advanced that this extension requires a complete
change in the numerical integration scheme. While in Ref.
15, a shooting-type method with a standard Runge–Kutta
fourth-fifth order was employed, in this work, we use a re-
laxation method of second-order accuracy in space, to avoid
the intrinsic difficulties of a shooting method with critical
points.

II. STATEMENT OF THE MODEL, ANALYSIS OF THE
CRITICAL POINT, AND NUMERICAL SCHEME

The equations to be presented in what follows are ap-
plied to the so-called multicathode spot vacuum arc,17 be-
cause arcs operating in this high-current mode have a well-
developed interelectrode plasma region. The geometry
employed in the model and the main characteristics of the
plasma-gas structure are outlined in Fig. 1. The device con-
sists in two electrodes facing each other and enclosed in a
discharge chamber whose walls and cathode are grounded.
The discharge is represented by an spherical ‘‘black box’’ of
radiusa at a potentialVA (VA is the anode potential, which is
expected to be close to the plasma potential in the arc! acting
as an ion source for the outer region, which is filled with
neutral plasma and with neutral gas particles of massmn at
temperatureTn(r ) and densityNn(r ). The plasma electrons
have temperatureTe(r ) and densityne(r ); the plasma ions
have massmi , chargezr , kinetic energyEi(r )5miv i

2/2 and
densityni(r ). Due to the similarity of their masses, metallic
ions and neutrals are considered to be in thermal equilibrium.

FIG. 1. Geometry employed to develop the model and main characteristics
of the plasma-neutral gas structure.
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The simplifying assumptions of the model are the following:
~i! Assumption of a neutral plasma, justified by the smallness
of the Debye length (lD), which for the plasma conditions
considered (Te;1 eV; ne;1012cm23) is lD;5
31026 cm, well below any other characteristic length.~ii !
Spherical symmetry, supported by the experimental observa-
tion of remarkably spherical distributions of luminosity in
the space around the electrodes, found in experiments per-
formed at relatively high background gas pressures.12 ~iii !
Neglect of the electron inertia in the electron momentum
equation~iv! Although the cathode emission involves several
ions differing in their kinetic energy and charge, in order to
determine the plasma-gas structure, a single ion species is
assumed, averaged in charge and energy. In addition, as a
first approximation consistent with the assumed spherical
symmetry, the angular dependence of the ion flux18 is ne-
glected~v! No metal vapor is considered in the region out-
side the electrodes.

With the above quoted considerations, the equations that
determine the plasma structure in the outer region of the
discharge are as follow.

The stationary ion flow continuity equation:

d/dr~r 2 ni v i !52~1/zr !s lossr
2 Nn ni v i , ~1!

wheres loss is the cross section for metallic-ion losses due to
recombination.

The corresponding equation for the electron flow:

d/dr~r 2 ne ve!52s lossr
2 Nn ni v i . ~2!

The charge neutrality condition:

ne5zr ni . ~3!

The conservation of ion momentum:

mi v id v i /dr521/ni d/dr~ni Tn!2zr e dw/dr1Rie

21/2mi v i
2 Nn@2mn /~mi1mn!#s in , ~4!

wherew is the plasma electrostatic potential,Rie52zr Rei

52(1/s)e2 zr
2 ni v i1b dTe /dr is the friction force of elec-

trons on ions~s is the plasma conductivity,b is Braginskii’s
thermoelectric coefficient as used in Ref. 19!, s in is the cross
section for elastic scattering between ions and neutrals.s in is
expressed as a function of the ion kinetic energy as20

s in5s0@E0 /~Ei~r !1U !#1/2,

wheres052310215cm2. E0510 eV andU58 eV are con-
stants chosen to fit the data in Ref. 20.

The conservation of electron momentum:

~1/ne!d/dr~ne Te!5e dw/dr1Rei

1me ve Nn~Te /me!
1/2sen . ~5!

sen is the cross section for elastic scattering between elec-
trons and neutrals, taken equal to 2310215cm2.21

The conservation of neutral momentum:

~1/Nn!d/dr~Nn Tn!

51/2mi v i
2 Nn@2mn /~mi1mn!#s in~ni /Nn!. ~6!

The electron energy balance equation:

~1/r 2!d/dr~r 2 qe!5~1/s!e2 zr
2 ni

2 v i
22~Te2Tn!ni neq

23/2ne ve dTe /dr1Teved ne /dr,

~7!

where qe52kedTe /dr is the electron thermal flux (ke is
the electron thermal conductivity!, neq

5(3/2)den v thesenNn is the energy equipartition frequency
between electrons and neutrals~the corresponding one be-
tween electrons and ions is negligible!, den is a nondimen-
sional parameter which measures the electron-neutral energy
transfer per collision (den;1025 for monatomic gases, while
den;1023 for diatomic gases22!, v the is the electron thermal
velocity, andsen is the cross section for elastic scattering
between electrons and neutrals.

And, finally, the neutral energy balance equation:

~1/r 2!d/dr~r 2 qn!5~1/2mi v i
2!ni v i Nn s in d in

1~Te2Tn!ni neq, ~8!

whereqn52kn dTn /dr is the neutral thermal flux (kn is the
neutral thermal conductivity! and d in is the fraction of en-
ergy transfer per ion-neutral collision,d in52mimn /(mi

1mn)2.
The solution of Eqs.~1!–~8! depends on several param-

eters and of boundary values for the physical quantities. The
arc characteristic determinesI r54p a2 zr e ni(a) v i(a), mi ,
mn , a, Te(a), andEi(a), while w(a) is taken equal toVA .
Boundary values forNn(a), ve(a), and, since Eqs.~7! and
~8! are second degree, one additional boundary condition for
Te , and two forTn must also be provided.

Nn(a) is determined so that the resulting density profile
Nn(r ) satisfies the conservation of the gas particle number,
that is,

E Nn~r !r 2 dr52.431016 p~r w
3 2a3!, ~9!

wherep is the value of the neutral gas filling pressure andr w

is the radius of the discharge chamber. In Eq.~9!, p is ex-
pressed in mbar and the rest of the quantities are in cgs units.
Condition~9! expresses the fact that no pumping is going on
during the discharge and, moreover, the ‘‘gettering’’ effect
of neutrals by the arc can be neglected because the filling
neutral density is between two and three orders of magnitude
higher than the ion density.

For the determination ofve(a), we have resorted to our
previous work.15 According to it, electrons are dragged from
the arc in order to compensate for the electron losses due to
ion-electron recombination in the whole outer region. Since
this recombination occurs probably with the mediation of a
charge-exchange process with the gas,23 the fast code of Ref.
15 was run in each case to obtain a good estimation of the
neutral-gas density and the corresponding ion-current attenu-
ation ~for a given value ofs loss), which in turn determines
ve(a).

As shown later, for most of the practical cases of interest
for this work, the plasma potential in the vicinities of the
chamber wall results higher than the wall~ground! potential.
Hence, a positively charged layer builds up close to the wall,
where the electrons are elastically reflected. Under this con-
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dition, the electron heat flux to the wall is zero, thus requir-
ing dTe /dr)r w50.16 The other conditions employed for the
neutral temperature areTn(r w)5Tamb ~beingTamb the ambi-
ent temperature! anddTn /dr)a50. The last boundary con-
dition means that in the steady state there is no net thermal
power flux from the arc plasma to the neutrals, as a conse-
quence of the very low collision rate among electrons, ions
and neutrals in the arc channel.

As was quoted in the previous section, when the ion
kinetic energy is small enough, the model equations present
a critical point. To see this, consider that in the ion slowing
down region (r ,r * ), and for not too high neutral gas pres-
sure values (p,5 mbar), the ion loss term in Eq.~1!, and the
ion-electron friction force in Eqs.~4! and~5! are very small,
so these equations can be simplified and combined to obtain

@12~Tn1zrTe!/~2 Ei !#dEi /dr

52d/dr~Tn1zrTe!12~Tn1zrTe!/r

22EiNn@mn /~mi1mn!#s in . ~10!

It is clear from Eq.~10! that at the pointr where the ion
energy reaches the value (Tn1zrTe)/2 ~the critical point
r * ), the derivative of the ion energy is infinite unless the
right-hand side of Eq.~10! vanishes appropriately at the
same point. This in turn imposes a condition on the deriva-
tive of the combinationTn1zrTe at the critical point. More-
over, by Taylor expanding all magnitudes in Eq.~10! around
the critical point, the correct~finite! derivative ofEi can be
obtained at this point. In this way, one could in principle use
these boundary conditions atr 5r * to implement a shooting
method betweenr 5a and r 5r * , coupled to a similar inte-
gration betweenr 5r * andr 5r w . However, there are three
major difficulties with this approach~i! the position ofr * is
not known a priori ~ii ! the different derivatives atr * are
very complex, and~iii ! there is a large number of conditions
to be adjusted at each boundary. Although these problems
can certainly be solved, it turns out to be much more conve-
nient to solve a pseudo time-dependent version of Eqs.~1!–
~8! and, starting with an initial guess, let the system relax to
the stationary state. The time-dependent system does not
present a critical point; all time derivatives are well defined
at every pointr. Since the time dependence is used for re-
laxation purposes only, we found it convenient to include
this dependence only in Eqs.~1!, ~4!, ~7!, and~8!, adding to
the left-hand sides the terms]ni /]t, mi]v i /]t,
3/2](ne Te)/]t, and 3/2](Nn Tn)/]t, respectively. Once
these equations are evolved a time step, Eq.~2! is employed
as it stands@together with Eq.~3!#, to obtain the evolved
profile of ve . In the same way, Eq.~6! is used as it stands to
obtain the evolved profile ofNn . We found this approach to
be extremely efficient by obtaining very fast convergence to
the same final state from very different ‘‘initial’’ conditions.
The numerical procedure used is an explicit, predictor cor-
rector, second-order accuracy in time scheme, with centered
spatial differences.

III. RESULTS

In what follows, we will present the results of the model
for an arc operating in Ar gas at a filling pressurep
51.8 mbar with a copper cathode@zr51.85 ~Ref. 18!#. The
values of the other discharge parameters are:I r510 A, a
50.75 cm, Te(a)52 eV, w(a)515 V, Ei(a)551.8 eV,
ni(a)53.831012cm23 @obtained from Eq.~1!#, and r w

510 cm. TheEi(a) value corresponds to the average value
of the kinetic energy of copper ions for an arc withI
;100 A of discharge current, experimentally determined by
Davis and Miller24 once the corrections of the plasma poten-
tial of the arc4 have been performed. TheTe(a) value was
selected following previous experimental results25 for an arc
with similar characteristics to those appropriate for the appli-
cation of this model. A numerical solution of the model of
Ref. 15 for the above quoted set of parameters, and with
s loss52310217cm22,23 showed that in this case the ion cur-
rent losses were almost total, thus givingve(a)5v i(a).

Since in the relaxation numerical method, one starts
from arbitrary initial conditions, the first point to verify is the
presence of a steady state in the solution. In Fig. 2, the tem-
poral evolution of the neutral gas density is shown, starting
from a constant density value~equal to that corresponding to
the filling pressure value!. It can be seen that fort;1 ms, a
steady state is reached, notwithstanding the fact that the
original state of the neutral gas was very far from the final
solution. However, this evolution does not represent the true
transient stage of the problem, since in the equations of the
model the neutral gas is assumed to be at rest.

In Fig. 3, the profiles ofni andTe @Fig. 3~a!#, v i andw
@Fig. 3~b!# andNn andTn @Fig. 3~c!# are presented. For com-
parison purposes, the profiles of the same quantities given by
the model of Ref. 15~valid only for r ,r * ) are also pre-
sented for all cases. It can be seen from Figs. 3 that the
profiles obtained from the model are very similar to those
from Ref. 15~for r ,r * ), with the exception ofNn andTe .
In the present case,Te is almost uniform, with a value equal
to its value at the arc channel position. The difference in the
Nn profile is a consequence of the replacement of the bound-

FIG. 2. Time evolution of the neutral gas density, according to the relax-
ation method employed to solve the equations. The ‘‘initial’’ gas density
corresponds to the filling pressure value.
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ary condition used in Ref. 15~gas pressure at the wall equal
to the filling pressure! by Eq. ~9!.

The peculiar behavior of theni profile can be understood
in terms of Eq.~1!. For smallr values, the neutral density is
small enough so as to neglect the metallic-ion losses, hence
Eq. ~1! can be written approximately asr 2 ni(r ) v i(r )
'const. Since for smallr values, the ion slowing down is not
significant yet,ni decreases withr, following the approxi-
mate relationshipni;r 22. For largerr values (r→r * ), the
ion slowing down is appreciable, giving place to an increase
of ni . This process does not continue indefinitely, because
once the ion velocity becomes smaller thanv i* (v i* 52.8
3105 cm/s at r * 51.36 cm for this example!, it presents a
very gentle decrease withr @because the electrostatic force

almost balances the neutral drag force forr>1.5 cm, see Fig.
3~b!#, so ni decreases withr in this region due basically to
geometrical effects and ion losses. As a result of the above
quoted competing effects, the ion density reaches a maxi-
mum value in the vicinities ofr * which almost doubles its
value at the edge of the arc channel, while at the chamber
wall position, its value is only 3% ofni(a) as a consequence
of the strong ion loss for larger values, where the neutral
density is very high@see Fig. 3~c!#.

Figure 3~b! shows that thew profile follows approxi-
mately the behavior ofni , because in Eq.~5! the ion-
electron drag and the electron-neutral momentum transfer are
much smaller than the electron pressure and the electrostatic
force, so these last two terms almost balance. Forr .r * ,w is
always a decreasing function ofr, thus providing the proper
force to the ions to overcome the neutral drag and reach the
chamber wall. Note that the total voltage drop in the quasi-
neutral structure (a,r ,r w) is around 7 V, so the last 8 V
must drop inside the positive sheath adjacent to the wall. The
neutral density continuously increases@starting from an ini-
tial value of 4.531015cm23, that is '10% of the original
neutral density, see Fig. 3~c!# as a consequence of a decrease
in its temperature~because of neutral heat conduction! and
an increase in the neutral pressure due to the impulse trans-
ferred by the ions. It reaches at the wall a value almost an
order of magnitude higher than that corresponding to the
filling pressure value. The gas temperature is high close to
the arc@Tn(a)51.7 eV#, and decreases monotonically up to
the ambient temperature at the wall position.

In Fig. 4, the same profiles as those presented in Fig. 3
are shown. They correspond to the same arc parameters, but
for p50.08 mbar. From Fig. 4~a!, it can be seen that in this
case, theni profile does not present the peculiarities showed
in the previous high pressure case. Since nowr * 56.5 cm,
the geometrical factorr 22 in Eq. ~1! prevails over the ion
slowing down effect, andni decreases monotonically in the
major part of the chamber, presenting only a slight increase
after the critical point. Starting from a value of 3.8
31012cm23 at r 5a, it reaches near the wall a value of
'30% of the density at the arc channel. This behavior ofni

produces a corresponding spatial evolution ofw, which also
decreases monotonically withr up to the critical point. The
total voltage drop in the plasma region reach'4.5 V, so the
remaining 10.5 V must fall in the positive sheath.

IV. DISCUSSION

The solution derived from Eqs.~1! to ~9! is in general
similar to that presented in Ref. 15 forr ,r * . Hence, the
characteristic features of the structure such as the penetration
of neutrals into the metallic plasma, the heating and rarefac-
tion of the neutral gas in the region where the ion kinetic
energy is delivered, and the existence of an electrostatic volt-
age profile which roughly follows the ion density behavior
are corroborated by the new solution. However, the numeri-
cal scheme has allowed to overcome the problem of the criti-
cal point and to obtain a solution valid up to the chamber
wall position, with the only limitation of assuming a posi-
tively charged boundary layer in the vicinities of the cham-

FIG. 3. Profiles of several physical quantities of the plasma-neutral gas
structure, for an arc operating in Ar gas at a filling pressurep51.8 mbar
with a copper cathode (zr51.85). The values of the other discharge param-
eters are: I r510 A, a50.75 cm, Te(a)52 eV, w(a)515 V, Ei(a)
551.8 eV,r w510 cm and withsabs52310217 cm22. ni andTe ; v i andw;
Nn andTn . The thick lines, extending betweenr 5a and the critical point
r 5r * , correspond to the result of the model of Ref. 15.
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ber wall. The function of this layer is merely the matching of
the electrostatic potential from its value in the plasma adja-
cent to the wall@w(r w)# down to the ground wall potential.
With the exception of very large discharge chambers and
very low gas pressure values, it is found thatw(r w).0 ~that
is, a positive layer must exists!, a fact that explains why in
experiments in which current collectors biased to ground po-
tential are used, they always collect positive~ion!
charges.6,26

A fundamental point concerns the validity of the solution
obtained. In this respect, it is conceivable that the smooth,
regular-at-the-critical-point solution may be unstable, thus
not realizable in practice. To settle this point, an exhaustive
stability analysis should be performed, which is certainly
very complex and beyond the scope of this work. However,
we believe that the following points are indicative of a stable
solution: ~1! in Ref. 15, the steady-state solution up to the

critical point was obtained directly from the steady-state
equations using a high-accuracy Runge–Kutta integration
scheme, and no other kind of solutions were found than those
to which the relaxational scheme used in the present work
converges.~2! Althought the system of equations solved is
not the real time-dependent system, the time dependency was
kept in equations likely to contribute to the development of
instabilities. However, we have checked that the same final
solution is obtained~for given values of the parameters of
the problem! starting with very different ‘‘initial’’ guesses.

An important difference arising between the old
solution15 and that presented in this work concerns the elec-
tron temperature behavior, a fact related to the election of the
boundary conditions forTe . In the old solution, the radial
derivative ofTe at the arc channel border was taken as the
same value corresponding to a vacuum arc~without gas fill-
ing!. This was done because of the practical difficulties in
reaching the wall position with a shooting-type method.
However, a simple calculation of the total power delivered
by the thermal electron flux from the arc channel to the outer
region shows that, for typicaldTe /dr)a values~21–22 eV/
cm!, this flux results too high~of the order of several hun-
dred of W! to be reliable. In the present case, the use of the
more meaningful conditiondTe /dr)r w50 leads to an al-
most constant electron temperature profile, thus indicating
that the electron thermal flux from the arc to the outer region
is very small. This seems to be an acceptable condition, since
during the steady state of the arc the power delivered by the
external circuit into the positive column of the arc plasma
~joule heating! must be small.

The ion density profile obtained in this work presents a
complicate shape which reflects the competence between two
effects: the spherical expansion of the plasma, which pro-
duces a decreasing density profile, and the ion slowing down,
which according to the ion continuity equation, tends to in-
crease the density. For low pressures and large chambers, the
geometrical factor dominates in the ion continuity equation,
so the resulting ion density profile monotonically decreases
according to the lawni a r 22 ~without ion losses!; for high
pressures and small chambers, the ion density profile takes a
complicated shape, with a first minimum produced by the
geometrical effects, followed by a maximum~sometimes
higher than the ion density at the arc channel! produced in
the vicinities ofr * .

The use of the conservation of the gas particle number
@Eq. ~9!# instead of the old condition requiring the equality
between the neutral gas pressure~for r .r * ) and the pre-
scribed value of the filling pressure, does not produce quali-
tative changes in the general plasma-neutral gas structure,
but increases the density of the neutral particles close to the
arc. In practice, with the use of the old condition, the neutral
densities in the vicinities of the arc amounted to typically 1%
of the neutral filling densities, while with the use of Eq.~9!
the same fraction is about 10%. Of course, this implies a
change in the value ofr * , which now is smaller than that
obtained in Ref. 15. In any case, the presentr * values are
still larger than those obtained from a balance between the
plasma jet momentum flux and the background pressure.14

This balance is based on the existence of a shock wave sepa-

FIG. 4. Same profiles as those presented in Fig. 3. They correspond to the
same arc parameters, but forp50.08 mbar.
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rating the plasma and the gas, whose presence is not con-
firmed by any of our steady calculations, we then think that
the balance of Ref. 14 is appropriate during a short initial
transient of the discharge~when the neutral gas is not
strongly disturbed yet and the mean free path for the ion
energy deposition is small!, but as the ion energy deposition
heats and rarifies the gas, the mean free path becomes larger
and the shock weaker, thus producing an interpenetration of
the gas into the plasma until the final steady structure is
reached. It is then expected that the steady values ofr *
should be larger than those calculated on the basis of a shock
wave.

V. FINAL REMARKS

The model presented to describe the interaction between
the metallic plasma and the neutral gas permits to obtain a
complete steady state structure attained in the outer region of
a low-pressure vacuum arc. The obtained solution represents
a considerable improvement on that obtained previously em-
ploying a different numerical scheme15 for the integration of
the equations. Since the plasma-neutral-gas structure we are
dealing with is very complex, the availability of theoretical
profiles of several physical quantities is useful for the inter-
pretation of experimental results. For instance, the interpre-
tation of Langmuir probe measurements strongly rests on the
neutral gas state, because the collision mean free path of the
charged particles is usually dictated by collisions with neu-
tral particles. The neutral gas state in this kind of arcs has
never been determined, so a theoretical prediction is neces-
sary in order to assert the collisional~or noncollisional! na-
ture of a probe boundary layer. In addition, it is known that
the obtention of the plasma potential from the probe charac-
teristic in low-pressure arcs is a complicated problem~be-
cause of either the uncertainty of the measurements due to
the presence of high-frequency spikes or the deviations from
the expected probe curve which arise at high electron
currents!,25,27 so the knowledge of the theoretical-value of
the potential gives a good reference value to confront with
experimental results. Also, in experiments where the ion at-
tenuation is determined,6–9 the knowledge of a theoretical
plasma density profile is useful in order to derive effective
loss cross sections.

Another interesting feature of the obtained physical pro-
files is the determination of a base structure to study the
excitation, deexcitation, ionization, and recombination of the
neutral gas, which is a necessary step for the interpretation of
spectroscopic measurements in the arc. Efforts on these im-
provements are currently under way.

In conclusion, the availability of a theoretical model for
the outer region of this type of arcs constitutes a valuable
tool for guiding experimental research and also to obtain an
insight on the influence of several arc parameters, which are
not easily accessible to experimental study.
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